
Guide to playing in online bridge sessions run by the Wellington Bridge Club 

Eligible bidding systems. 

In club sessions the following systems are permitted: 

Green Systems  All 

Blue Systems  All 

Red Systems  Limited to those that exclude: 

 An opening bid of one of a major that does not show at least 4 cards in a 
specified suit; 

 Brown Sticker conventions. 
Psychic bidding must be registered by the player making the psyche bid - see the Director.   

* The Poppy Roberts event held monthly on Wednesday’s is an Open 5A event and the 

supplementary rules for that event take precedent over these rules. 

 

Referring to system cards or notes during play  

Online Bridge is no different to face to face bridge – you are not permitted to refer to your system 

card, or other notes, during the play of the hand.  This covers the period from when the cards have 

been removed from the pockets of the board through until the end of the play period. 

 

Communication with you partner 

During the play of the hand all communication should be in English. (English is the language of bridge 

internationally and so during the play that should be the only language used). This covers the period 

from when the cards have been removed from the pockets of the board through until the end of the 

play period. 

 

Spectators 

Persons other than the players should not present at the screen during the play of the hands and 

players should not converse with other people in the room while playing. 

 

Undo’s (of bid or card play) 

Players need to take care in selecting a bid or card to be played and if an error occurs they should 

immediately call the Director. The Director will make a decision on whether to allow an undo based 

on the laws of bridge with some allowance for obvious mistakes in the use of the computer/mouse. 

Undo’s will generally not be allowed for careless bidding or play.  

 


